The written paper is a three-hour paper with additional time, typically half an hour, to read presented materials. It is marked by members of the Panel of Examiners. It usually consists of 12 questions, each of which makes an equal contribution to the result. The main aim of the written paper is to examine your ability to integrate and apply theoretical knowledge and professional values within the setting of primary health care.

Questions can take a variety of forms. Sometimes you may be given a summary of a patient’s presenting symptoms, followed by a direction how to respond. Other work-based scenarios may include a description of circumstances or developments within a practice.

Questions on Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) will take the form of a clinical scenario and you will be asked to comment on the treatment of the medical condition the patient presents with, supporting your answers with evidence.

Some questions are based on source material, which is provided. This material may be in the form of published papers or extracts from papers such as summaries or methods and results sections on their own. It may also include meta-analysis, structured summaries or journal leading articles.

You will have a combined question-and-answer booklet. There is typically one page for each question, and answers are to be written on the same sheet. If more space is required you may ask for extra paper. You should NOT use the reverse of the sheet.

The question booklet is split up and each sheet is sent to a different examiner. You should therefore not continue the answer to one question on a sheet designed for a different question. You should also answer each question fully, even if this involves repetition of part of an earlier answer.

You should answer all the questions. The questions may be attempted in any order, but in some cases the same source material may serve as the basis for more than one question. You are therefore advised to look through the whole paper if you are considering answering questions other than sequentially from the first.
Answers should be legible and concise. You may use short note format, and abbreviations, which are in common use in medical English. You should:

- read each question carefully, and answer it as asked;
- think in a wide-ranging way but realistically about how a competent and sensitive general practitioner (family physician) would deal with each scenario;
- avoid jargon, cliché and over-generalization;
- include illustrative details, explanations and relevant examples.

Where appropriate, you should justify your answer by making reference to the evidence base. You should not assume that only those questions which deal overtly with general practice (family medicine) literature should be approached in this way; it may be just as pertinent to cite evidence in a question on clinical management or dilemmas within the primary care team.

When referring to the evidence base, you should convince the examiner of your familiarity with that source. This can often be more effectively achieved by a short summary of the important features of a trial and its results rather than by a bibliographical citation. Indeed, precise citations are not required, and a mere list of references is unlikely to demonstrate that you have absorbed the messages from those sources.

Preparatory reading should be broadly based on reputable mainstream journals and books of relevance to general practice (family medicine); guidelines of international status; Systematic reviews and meta-analyses relevant to general practice (family medicine). Candidates are, also, advised to be aware of health related hot issues in the national, regional and international mass media, as it reflects medicine in society. This should give grounding in new developments and emerging knowledge. However, remember that many studies which still influence general practice (family medicine) were performed several years ago and they should not be neglected on that account.

In order to best achieve the broad reading base required you are advised to study common clinical problems and general practice (family medicine) themes and familiarize yourself with the literature relating to these rather than reading recent consecutive back issues of journals. An effective method is to reflect on your clinical experience and then read about, and discuss with peers, the challenges encountered.

The preparation can take place throughout your period of training and if related to problems encountered during training then most subjects likely to be asked will have been covered.
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Specifically, the major themes of the written paper are:

- consultation-based problem-solving, informed decision-making and clinical management
- consultation and communication skills
- evidence-based practice in the treatment and prevention of disease
- critical appraisal
- challenges and dilemmas in practice
- values, sensitivity and empathy
- responsibilities to colleagues, other health professionals, and society

The written paper tests your ability to:

- demonstrate skills in problem-solving, prioritizing and decision-making in a wide range of clinical settings
- display insight into the psychological processes affecting the patient, the doctor and the relationship between them
- recognize the family, social, occupational, environmental and cultural contexts of ill-health
- demonstrate communication and consultation skills, and show familiarity with consultation models and well-recognized consultation techniques
- understand the principles of preventive medicine and the promotion of good health
- demonstrate appropriate use of resources, including drugs, treatment facilities, referral agencies, other members of the health care team, ancillary staff and complementary practitioners show familiarity with the general practitioner (family physician)’s role in practice organization, administration and management
- appreciate ethical principles and the general practitioner (family physician)’s terms of service
- be aware of current or foreseeable trends and developments in primary care, and the political debate surrounding these
• give an account of the current state of knowledge of a major topic relevant to general practice (family medicine) and support this account with reference to the literature

• critically appraise the evidence to decide whether it has clinical relevance to general practice (family medicine)

• identify and discuss areas of controversy with a logical argument

• analyze and interpret an audit, and apply the findings in practice

• Critically appraise presented material. This will include the ability to state the main types of study design and methodology, and to recognize the strengths and weaknesses of each; to identify the sources of bias and the efforts made to eliminate bias, including questionnaires; and to identify the validity and reliability of studies

• Interpret the results of presented material. This includes the ability to interpret (but not to calculate) commonly-used statistical measures such as power of studies, p values, confidence intervals, NNT, odds ratio, sensitivity, specificity and predictive value

• apply the strength of evidence to a clinical scenario

• apply an evidence-based medicine approach to a clinical scenario: eg formulation of a question, search strategy, appraisal of evidence, and application of evidence to the clinical problem

You will be required to demonstrate these skills in the following contexts:

• Common and/or important problems, both physical and psychosocial, which present to the general practitioner (family physician). The written paper tests your practical approach to general practice (family medicine) problems and does not require the detailed medical knowledge of common conditions or the knowledge of important but rarer conditions, which is examined in the multiple choice paper

• general practice (family medicine) as an organization in its various forms (single-handed, group practice) and in various locations (urban, rural), detailed knowledge of rules and regulations, and of variations in organization within Dubai, is not tested in the written paper

• general practice (family medicine) as part of the wider system of health care

• the practice of medicine in society, and its economic and political dimension.
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Examples of questions that appeared in previous exams:

1. **Omar, a 22-year-old university student, requests some sleeping pills. How might you respond to his request?**

The question covered a common challenging problem in primary health care which is the assessment and management of a patient who present with sleep problems. Most candidates performed well in this question.

Candidates were expected to discuss how to manage this consultation keeping in mind the possibility of addiction or mental problems, reviewing the patient’s history in a biopsychosocial manner and the differential diagnosis for this case. Candidates were also expected to choose an intervention and discuss the problem of inappropriate use of drugs and consider the possibility of diversion.

Some candidates did not give a definite answer on how to deal with this case, or gave too many options that the physicians might choose from which are not applicable to this case. Some responses were very general answers and focused on one area only and left other important aspects of the case or mentioned areas related to the patient problem only without mentioning other important aspects related to choosing an intervention and drug misuse.

2. **In your clinic, incident reports are submitted to the Quality Coordinator without being signed by the staff. What issues are raised with anonymous reports?**

This problem requires candidates to think about the pros and cons of anonymous reports in areas related to staff and quality improvement. Overall, this question was handled well by some candidates mentioned issues related to staff in terms of confidentiality and job security in addition to improving incident report writing and create a “blame free culture” in order to encourage staff motivation when writing an incident report.

Some candidates did not give consideration to the previous points and focused on irrelevant issues such as the steps of audit cycle, steps of an incident report and other irrelevant administrative issues. Some candidates were very specific to one part in their answer and failed to address what is asked from them on the question.
Glossary

Comment write notes to explain, critically

Example: “The data (shown below) come from drug company promotional literature that was being presented to GPs at an educational meeting. Comment on the study method.” This requires the candidate both to explain what the study method is as well as to do so critically, by considering its appropriateness for the problem under consideration.

Discuss consider and debate

Example: “Your new colleague asks for help in persuading the administration to change to longer appointment times. Discuss in terms of the new colleague and administration.” A good answer would both consider the views of the new colleague and the administration and a debate about the value of longer appointments, including some reference to relevant literature.

Factor a contributing element or cause

Example: “Comfort Tetsola, a 45-year-old Afro-Caribbean woman, has a BMI of 45. What factors would influence your management.” Relevant elements in this case would include factors relevant to the individual patient (for example, her motivation to address the problem); to you the doctor (for example your skill and knowledge) and other issues such as medical causes and the availability of resources.

Implication something that is suggested or hinted at

Example: “What are the implications of revalidation for general practitioners (family physicians) in Dubai?” The question invites the candidate to consider a wide range of issues – including practical, political, ethical and attitudinal ones – suggested by revalidation. Implications in this and other cases might include past, present and future dimensions of the issue or problem.

Issue a topic of interest or discussion or one requiring a decision, an important subject

Example: “Cameron Murray has at last got a job on an oil rig subject to a satisfactory “medical”. The employer requires a routine drug screen. It is reported to you as positive for cannabis. What issues does this raise?” In this question there are some more obvious issues, such as the safety of a drug user working on an oil rig, and some less obvious ones – the “at last” implies that Cameron has been searching for a job for some time.

Manage(ment) in a medical context management usually includes relevant history taking, examination, treatment, investigation and referral. In answer to a question explaining
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management in general practice (family medicine) it may be relevant to address the use of appropriate consultation skills.

**Process** the method of doing or producing something

Example: “A woman aged 75 has fallen and fractured her hip in a local nursing home. Discuss a ‘significant event analysis’ … in terms of process, prevention and outcome.” The process of a significant event analysis in this example would include the ways in which the meeting was introduced, a discussion of who would be invited and the way in which the meeting was run.

**Respond** act or react

Example: “Reports from your patients have given you serious concerns about nursing standards in the local hospital. How might you respond? ” A good answer would include a wide range of responses including the gathering of evidence and a number of possible ways in which the identified problems can be addressed.